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An extensive model is given for the particle size distribution (PSD), particle number, particle size and amount of
secondary nucleation in emulsion polymerisations. This incorporates what are thought to be all of the complex
competingprocesses:aqueousphasekineticsforall radicalspeciesarisingfrombothinitiatorandfromexit (desorption),
radical balance inside the particles, particle formation by both micellar and homogeneous nucleation mechanisms, and
coagulation (the rate of which is obtained using the Healy–Hogg extension of DLVO theory). The predictions of the
model are compared to extensive experimental results on rates, time evolution of the particle size distribution, and
relative amounts of secondary nucleation, for styrene initiated by persulfate with sodium dodecyl sulfate and with
sodiumdihexylsulfosuccinateassurfactants.For thissystemvaluesofalmost all of themanyparametersneeded for the
modelareavailable fromindependentmeasurements,and thusnosignificantparameteradjustment isplausible.Accord
with experiment is imperfect but quite acceptable, supporting the validity of the various mechanisms in the model.
Effects such as the experimental variation of particle number with ionic strength, as well as calculated coagulation rate
coefficients as functions of particle size, suggest that coagulation of precursor (i.e., newly-formed) particles is a
significanteffect,evenabove thecmc.Themodellingalsosuggestswhysecondarynucleationoccursreadily insystems
stabilised with polymeric surfactant.q 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Glossary of Symbols

A Hamaker constant
as minimum area occupied by single surfactant molecule on

particle surface
Atot total surface area of particles
As actual area taken up by one surfactant molecule when adsorbed

onto a surface
bs Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameter
B(V,V9) rate coefficient for coagulation between two particles of volume

V andV9
cmc critical micelle concentration
CP monomer concentration within latex particles
C`

P upper limit of monomer concentration within the latex particles,
for large particles

Csat
P monomer concentration in the latex particles in the presence of

monomer droplets
Cw monomer concentration in the water phase
Csat

w monomer concentration in the water phase, in the presence of
monomer droplets

dM density of monomer
dp density of polymer
Dw diffusion coefficient for monomer in water
[E] water-phase concentration of desorbed radicals, formed by

transfer to monomer
[Elect] concentration of added electrolyte
e charge on an electron
[I] initiator concentration
[IM i] water-phase concentration of oligomers of degree of polymeri-

sationi, formed from chemical initiator
I s ionic strength
j crit critical degree of polymerisation for particle formation by

homogeneous nucleation
K rate of propagational volume growth per particle
kB Boltzmann’s constant
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kd rate coefficient for initiator decomposition
kdM rate coefficient for desorption of monomeric radicals from

particles
ki

e rate coefficient for entry ofi-meric radical formed by initiator
decomposition into pre-existing particles

keE rate coefficient for re-entry of desorbed radicals
ki

e,micelle entry rate coefficient for micellar capture of oligomeric radicals
(i-mers)

ki
p propagation rate coefficient ofi-meric radical in a particle

kp propagation rate coefficient (value ofki
p for i ., 4)

kp,w water-phase propagation rate coefficient
ki

p,w water-phase propagation rate coefficient for oligomeric radicals
of degree of polymerisationi

ki, j
t,w water-phase termination rate coefficient between radicals of

degree of polymerisationi and j
ktr rate coefficient for transfer to monomer
[micelle] concentration of micelles per unit volume of the water phase
M0 molecular mass of monomer
mw mass of monomer dissolved in the water phase
m0

M initial mass of monomer in per total volume in the reactor vessel
ms mass of monomer required to swell the latex particles
mp mass of polymer per total volume in the reactor vessel
m0

p mass of polymer per total volume in the reactor volume at time
zero

NA Avogadro’s constant
nagg aggregation number of the surfactant
Nc total number of particles per unit volume of the continuous phase
nV(V) or
n(V)

number distribution of particles whose unswollen volume is
betweenV andV þ dV

nr(r) or
n(r)

number distribution of particle whose unswollen radius is
betweenr andr þ dr

n0(V) number of particles of unswollen volumeV that contains zero
radicals

nM
1 (V) number of particles of a volume V that contains one monomeric

radical
nP

1(V) number of particles of a volume V that contains one polymeric
radical* To whom correspondence should be addressed



INTRODUCTION

While many (but not all) of the mechanisms governing the
growth of seeded emulsion polymerisations are relatively
well understood1, the prediction of phenomena arising from
particle formation, such as the particle size distribution, is
subject to greater uncertainty. A major problem for realistic
modelling is the plethora of mechanisms involved:Figure 1
(to be discussed in detail later) shows what is thought to be a
complete picture of those of kinetic significance. It would
therefore seem that genuine a priori prediction is impos-
sible, because of the many unknown rate parameters.
Indeed, it is common for modelling studies of particle
formation in emulsion polymerisations to predict results
which are in very good agreement with experiment, simply
because parameter values have been chosen to ensure this.
However, mechanistic knowledge is accumulating from
seededstudies, which avoid the complexity of the processes
in Figure 1 involving particle formation. For such systems
at least, there is little latitude in the parameters whose values
can be adjusted. Modelling for these systems, and
comparison with appropriate data, can therefore be used in
a proper test of mechanistic assumptions. In these
comparisons, it is essential that use be made of as wide a
range of data as possible: for example, it has been noted2

that the time evolution of the particle size distribution (PSD)
is a quantity sensitive to events during particle formation,
while the amount of new particles formed in the presence of
a pre-existing seed (amount of secondary nucleation) is
sensitive to the way in which a radical of sufficient degree of
polymerisation forms a particle3,4. Sensitive data include the
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pij spin ratio
r unswollen radius of particle
r micelle radius of a micelle
r F particle radius whereafter monomer concentration approaches

large-particle value
r s swollen radius of particle
R centre-to-centre separation of two particles
[R j] water-phase concentration of any radical of degree of

polymerisationj
[S] concentration of added surfactant per unit volume of the water

phase
[S]w concentration of surfactant adsorbed onto the surface of the

organic phase, per unit volume of the water phase
T temperature in Kelvin
V unswollen volume of particle
Vw volume of the water phase
V0 volume at which precursor particles are formed by micellar or

homogeneous nucleation
Wij Fuchs stability ratio
x fractional conversion of monomer to polymer
z critical degree of polymerisation for entry
d Stern layer thickness
« permittivity of water
«0 permittivity of free space
« r relative permittivity of water
k Debye double layer thickness
j r van der Waals radius of monomer
j surface charge density
j surf surface charge density due to added surfactant
jgen surface charge density due to generated surfactant
r total rate coefficient for entry of all radicals into a latex particle
h viscosity of water
W surface potential on a latex particle
FA attractive potential
FR repulsive potential
F total potential
z zeta potential of particles

Figure 1 The kinetic events occurring in an emulsion polymerisation



time evolution of the PSD, the particle number and particle
size as a function of time, and the overall rate, all during
particle formation (of course, these are inter-related).
Improvements in instrumentation (such as the advent of
analytical ultracentrifugation5 and of capillary hydro-
dynamic fraction6 to measure the PSD) mean that hitherto
laborious measurements of some of these quantities are now
routine. Comparison between model predictions and data
becomes a meaningful test of mechanistic assumptions
provided the data cover a sufficient range: e.g., wide
variations in surfactant and initiator concentrations, ionic
strength, amount of secondary nucleation in a seeded
system, etc. models which give adequate accord with such
data for systems in which many fundamental parameters are
known can be deemed reliable, and can be then used for a
priori prediction for new systems. Semi-quantitative
predictions of adequate reliability are of particular industrial
importance, for example in suggesting conditions whereby
secondary particle formation can be minimised.

MODEL

The mechanisms inFigure 1 (see also the Glossary of
Symbols) are as follows1, and are based on extensive earlier
work6–19. Initiator decomposes in the water phase (rate
coefficient kd), forming radicals which then react with
monomer to form oligomeric radicals in the water phase.
These oligomeric radicals (IMi) can propagate in the water
phase (rate coefficientki

p,w), terminate with another radical
of degree of polymerisationj (rate coefficientki, j

t,w), enter,
with second-order rate coefficientki

e(V), a pre-existing
particle of unswollen volumeV if above a critical degree of
polymerisation for entry (z), form a particle either by
entering micelles if micelles are present in the system (rate
coefficient ki

e,micelle) or by collapsing if their degree of
polymerisation is above a critical degree of polymerisation
for homogeneous nucleation (j crit). Radicals within particles
can terminate (see below), propagate (rate coefficientki

p) or
transfer radical activity to monomer (rate coefficientktr;
transfer to chain-transfer agent is trivially incorporated
into the description, but is omitted here for notational
simplicity).

The monomeric radical formed by transfer may desorb
from the particle (rate coefficientkdM). These exited
(desorbed) radicals in the water phase are denoted E, and
are chemically distinct from water-phase radicals formed
directly from initiator. Exited radicals formed by transfer to
monomer have a generic formula MX (in the case of vinyl
acetate, for example, the species from transfer is
CH2CHOCOCHX2 , which may subsequently isomerise to a
butyrolactonly radical20–22). Radicals arising from initiator
in the water phase are quite different: for example, if
persulfate initiator is used, radicals derived directly from
initiator have generic formulaXM iSO¹

4 . The most likely
fate of desorbed radicals is to re-enter another particle with
rate coefficientkeE(V) (it can be easily shown that water-
phase propagation and termination with other radicals are
very unlikely for desorbed radicals13,23,24; moreover, in
systems studied here, it is unlikely that exited radicals will
enter a micelle and reside sufficiently long therein to create
new particles, so that is omitted from the model). Particles
grow both by propagation and by coagulation2,8; the rate
coefficient for coagulation is denotedB(V,V9), whereV and
V9 are the unswollen volumes of the pair of coagulating
particles10,11. For simplicity, termination upon entry of a
radical into a particle which already contains a growing

chain is assumed to be extremely rapid during particle
formation (when particles are small), i.e., the system obeys
so-calledzero-onekinetics (Smith–Ewart cases 1 and 2
combined), so that this rate of termination is simply that of
entry26. It is convenient to introduce an overall pseudo-first-
order entry rate coefficient per particler, which is the total
number of entry events per particle per unit time.

The model presented here takes account of the size
dependence of various parameters, such as the rate
coefficients above and the concentration of monomer in
particles. Compartmentalisation is included by distinguish-
ing particles by the number and type of radicals they
contain: thus we have the number of particles of unswollen
volumeV per unit volume of the water phase containing no
growing radicals, n0(V), the corresponding number of
particles containing a monomeric radical,nM

1 (V), and
those containing a growing chain of degree of polymerisa-
tion greater than one,nP

1(V). It is necessary to distinguish
between particles containing monomeric and higher degrees
of polymerisation, because only monomeric radicals can
exit27–29.

Radical populations
The rate of change of the water-phase concentration of

radicals is given by:

d[IM1]
dt

¼ 2kd[I] ¹ Cwk1
p, w[IM1] ¹ [IM1]

∑
j

k1, j
t, w[Rj ] (1)

d[IM i ]
dt

¼ Cw(ki ¹ 1
p,w [IM i ¹ 1] ¹ ki

p,w[IM i ]
∑

j
ki, j

t,w[Rj ],

i ¼ 2, …; z¹ 1 ð2Þ

where Cw is the concentration of monomer in the water
phase, and Rj denotes any radical of degree of polymerisa-
tion j. Equation (1) takes into account the observation that
the propagation of an initiator fragment (e.g., SO¹X

4 ) with a
monomer is so fast as not to be rate-determining23,30–35. The
concentration of exited radicals in the water phase is given
by:

d[E]
dt

¼ kdM(V)nM
1 (V) ¹ keE[E]n(V) ¹ [E]

∑
j

ki, j
t,w[Rj ] (3)

where the total particle size distribution and total number
concentration of particles are given by:

n(V) ¼ n0(V) þ nM
1 (V) þ nP

1(V) (4)

Nc ¼ NA

∫`

0
n(V)dV (5)

(NA being the Avogadro constant). In numerical solution of
the various evolution equations, equations (1)–(3) are
solved in the steady state, with the resulting non-linear alge-
braic equations for [IMi] and [E] solved iteratively.

The evolution equations for the volume distributions are:

]N0(V, t)
]t

¼ r[nP
1 þ nM

1 ¹ n0] þ kdMnM
1

¹ n0

∫`

0
B(V, V9)[n0(V9) þ nP

1(V9)]dV9

þ

∫`

0
B(V9,V ¹ V9)[n0(V9)n0(V ¹ V9)

þ nP
1(V9)nP

1(V ¹ V9)]dV9 ð6Þ
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]nP
1(V, t)
]t

¼ rinitiator(V)n0 ¹ r(V)nP
1 ¹ ktrCPnP

1 ¹
]

]V
KnP

1

þ k1
pCPnM

1 þ d(V ¹ V0)

 
[IM jcrit ¹ 1

]kjcrit ¹ 1
p, w Cw

þ
∑jcrit ¹ 1

i ¼ z
[IM i ]ki

e,micelle[micelle]

!

¹ nP
1

∫`

0
B(V,V9)[n0(V9) þ nP

1(V9)]dV9

þ

∫`

0
B(V9,V ¹ V9)[n0(V9)nP

1(V ¹ V9)

þ nP
1(V9)n0(V ¹ V9)]dV9 ð7Þ

]nM
1 (V, t)
]t

¼ ¹ (r þ k1
pCp þ kdM)nM

1 þ keE[E]n0 þ ktrCPnP
1

(8)

r(V) ¼ rinitiator(V) þ keE(V)[E]; rinitiator ¼
∑jcrit ¹ 1

i ¼ z
ki

e(V)[IM i ]

(9)

whereCP(V) is the concentration of monomer inside a par-
ticle of unswollen volumeV, k1

p is the rate coefficient for
propagation, within a particle, of a monomeric radical
formed by transfer, [micelle] is the concentration of
micelles,V0 is the volume at which particles are assumed
to form after both micellar and homogeneous nucleation,
and the propagational growth rateK (the rate of increase
in unswollen volume by propagation) is given by:

K(V) ¼
kpM0CP(V)

NAdp
(10)

where M0 is the molecular weight of monomerdp is the
density of polymer andkp is the propagation rate coefficient
in the particles (this is strictly the long-chain limiting value
of ki

p, but propagation becomes independent of chain length
for i ., 436). Equation (7) allows for particle formation by
both micellar and homogeneous nucleation mechanisms,
through the terms involving[IM i ]k

i
e, micelle[micelle] (the

rate of entering a micelle to form a precursor particle) and
[IM jcrit ¹ 1]kjcrit ¹ 1

p, w Cw. As set out in equation (7), a surface-
active radical may initiate the formation of a particle if it
becomes part of a micelle, when the radical centre is in a
monomer-rich environment and may thus propagate rapidly.
The radical can become part of a micelle either by entering a
pre-existing micelle or by a new micelle aggregating around
the radical; both events are so rapid as not to be rate deter-
mining, since the exchange of surface-active species
micelles is extremely fast (on the order of 10¹6 s), and so
the precise mechanism by which a precursor particle forms
in the presence of micelles is not kinetically significant.
Except extremely close to the critical micelle concentration,
the number concentration of micelles, if present, is so much
greater than that of particles (whose concentration is in the
range) that a surface-active radical is much more like to
undergo micellar nucleation than it is to enter a pre-existing
particle.

Some of the basic relations, such as equation (7), are most
conveniently expressed in terms of the unswollen volumeV.
Usually, PSDs are given in terms of the unswollen radiusr.
Introducing for the moment the subscriptsr and V to

distinguish radius and volume distributions, these two
distribution functions are related by37:

nV(V) ¼
Nr (r)
4pr2 (11)

Henceforth, radius and volume distributions will be denoted
n(r) andn(V), respectively.

Many of the relations for the various rate parameters,
such asB(V,V9) andki

e(V), are best expressed as functions of
the swollen radius r s; swollen and unswollen radii are
related by:

rs

r
¼

dM

dM ¹ CPM0

� � 1
3

(12)

wheredM is the density of monomer.

Physical parameters
Particle properties. As a result of the competition

between the entropy of mixing and surface free energy,
the concentration of monomer in the latex particles may
be dependent on particle radius. The Morton equation38

could be used for this dependence, but:

(1) the values of some of the parameters therein, such as the
particle/water surface free energy, are uncertain, and

(2) there is increasing evidence that the physical assump-
tions in this model lead to quantitative (although not
qualitative) inaccuracy (e.g.,39–42).

For this reason, a two-parameter empirical form is used
here:

CP(r) ¼ C`
p tanh(r=rF) (13)

where r F expresses the radius at whichCP(r) rapidly
approaches the limiting valueC`

P. Since coagulation is a
function of swollen particle size, the inclusion of this var-
iance ofCP with swollen particle size has implications for
the particle size distribution: particles that are smaller will
swell less than larger particles, which results in slower
growth and a greater tendency to coagulate.

The value ofV0, the volume at which precursor particles
are formed by either homogeneous or micellar nucleation, is
taken to be given by (4/3)p(r micelle)

3; a sensitivity analysis
shows that results are insensitive to the value ofV0 within
reasonable bounds.

Conversion and mass conservation.The mass of poly-
mer in the system,mp, is given by:

mp ¼ dp

∫`

0

4
3
pr3n(r)dr (14)

The fractional conversion (x) is then obtained frommp and
the initial mass of monomer,m0

M:

x¼
mp

m0
M

(15)

In Interval II, the particles are saturated with monomer, and
so monomer droplets are present, while in Interval III, no
monomer droplets are present and the concentration of
monomer in particles and the water phase decreases below
their saturation values. In order to determine if the system is
in Interval III, the amount of monomer converted to polymer
is calculated, and the saturated values ofCP andCw (denoted
Csat

P andCsat
w ) are used to find the total amount of monomer

in the particles and water phase that would be present if the
system were in Interval II. If this amount of monomer is less
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than the actual amount of monomer in the system, then the
system is indeed in Interval II. This is implemented as fol-
lows. The mass of polymer in the system is found using
equation (14), and the mass of monomer inside the swollen
polymer particles (ms), if the system is in Interval II, is
found:

ms ¼ M0

∫`

0
CP

4
3
pr3n(r)dr (16)

For computational simplicity, it is assumed that the size
dependence ofCP can be ignored in equation (16), since
when the system is indeed in Interval III, the particles are
fairly large, when this size dependence is negligible. The
mass of monomer in the water phase,mw, is found using

mw ¼ CwM0Vw (17)

whereVw is the volume of the water phase. Ifmp þ ms þ mw

is less than the starting mass of monomer, then the system is
in Interval II. Otherwise the system is in Interval III, and
new values ofCP andCw are calculated iteratively, as fol-
lows. In the first iteration, the saturated values are used. At
each iteration, a partitioning relation between the saturated
and unsaturated values for monomer in the particle and
water phases must be used. One such relation is provided
by the so-called ‘Vanzo’ equation43, but some experimental
evidence for its inaccuracy under some circumstances has
been put forward42. The partitioning relation between satu-
rated and unsaturated monomer in the water and particle
phase is taken here to be given by the semi-empirical
expression22,44:

Cw

Csat
w

¼
CP

Csat
P

� �0:6

(18)

The mass of monomer in the water phase is then given by
equation (17). The mass of monomer swelling the particles
is given by:

ms ¼ m0
M ¹ mw ¹ m0

p ¹ mp

where m0
p is the mass of polymer initially present in the

system (as is for the case of a seeded emulsion poly-
merisation). In the next iteration, a new value ofCP is
found from

CP ¼
ms

M0
ms

dm
¹

mp

dp

� � (19)

This is procedure is repeated untilCP converges to the
desired precision.

Micelle concentration and aqueous phase concentrations
of surfactant. The absorption of surfactant onto the sur-
face of the latex particles and monomer droplets is assumed
to follow the Langmuir adsorption isotherm:

As ¼ as 1þ
1

[S]wbs

� �
(20)

where as is the minimum area which a single surfactant
molecule can occupy andAs is the area actually occupied
by a surfactant molecule. The concentration of surfactant in
the water phase, [S]w, is related to the number of moles of
added surfactant per unit volume of the continuous phase,
[S], by

[S]w ¼ [S] ¹
Atot

NAAS
(21)

whereAtot is the total surface area of the latex particles:

Atot ¼

∫`

0
4pn(r)r2

sdr (22)

Solving equations (20) and (21) leads to12:

[S]2
w þ [S]w

Atot

asNA
þ

1
bs

¹ [S]
� �

¹
1
bs

[s] ¼ 0 (23)

The micelle concentration is then calculated from:

[micelle] ¼ max 0,
[s]w ¹ cmc

nagg

� �
(24)

wherecmc is the critical micelle concentration andnagg is
the aggregation number for the surfactant.

Rate coefficients
Termination in the aqueous phase.The concentrations

of oligomer populations are explicitly calculated for all
values of i between 1 andj crit, and the termination rate
coefficient is considered to be chain-length dependent45.
This will yield entry rate coefficients which are a more
accurate representation of observed systems. The chain-
length dependent termination rate coefficient is calculated
using a modification of the Smoluchowski equation for
diffusion-controlled reactions46:

ki, j
t, w ¼ 2ppij jrNADw(i ¹ 1=2 þ j ¹ 1=2) (25)

wherepij is the spin ratio (expressing the fact that radials
must be of opposite spin in order to terminate);j r is distance
at which the radicals centres are assumed always to react
(this is taken as the van der Waals radius of monomer), and
Dw is the diffusion coefficient of a monomeric radical in
water. The exponent 1/2 for the degree of polymerisation
assumes that these short radicals behave like random chains
in dilute solution; while there are certainly valid arguments
for an exponent closer to unity, the model predictions for
particle number and rate are insensitive to this exponent.

Entry and exit rate coefficients.Entry is an important
part of the nucleation model,since the fundamental criterion
for when particle formation stops or starts is when the rate at
which a new radical in the water phase eventually enters a
latex particle greatly exceeds that at which it would form a
new particle (both events also competing with water-phase
termination)4. Entry of a radical derived directly from initia-
tor is assumed to occur only for radicals of degree of poly-
merisationz or greater, while re-entry of an exited radical
does not require that the exited propagates first, as set out in
equation (9). The entry rate coefficients are in turn assumed
to be diffusion-controlled, for which there is experimental
evidence24. Thus:

ki
e(V) ¼ 4prsNA

Dw

i1=2
, i $ z; ki

e(V) ¼ 0, i , z (26)

keE(V) ¼ 4prsNADw (27)

where an exponent of 1/2 for the diffusion coefficient of
small radicals has again been assumed, as in equation
(25). Similarly, the rate of entry into a micelle (resulting
in one of the two modes of particle formation) is given
by:

ki
e, micelle¼ 4prmicelleNA

Dw

i1=2
, i $ z; ki

e,micelle¼ 0, i , z

(28)
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wherer micelle is the radius of a micelle. As stated, it is likely
that equation (26), and perhaps equation (28), require major
modification for a system containing electrosteric stabiliser
(generated in situ through the presence of a water-soluble
co-monomer) or other type of polymeric stabiliser. For exit,
kdm ¼ 3DwCw/(cpr2

sÞ:

Coagulation rate coefficient. We calculate the coagu-
lation rate coefficient between two particles, stabilized by
ionic surfactant, using the model of Healy and co-workers47,48,
which is based on the precepts of DLVO theory. The total
surface charge on each particle is obtained by adding the
charges due to added surfactant and generated charges:

j ¼ jsurf þ jgen (29)

The contribution of the ions formed by initiator decomposi-
tion at timet is given by:

jgen¼
2kd[I]zþ tNAe

Atot
(30)

wheree is the charge on an electron,zþ is the counter-ion
valence (which is unity for an initiator such as K2S2O8), and
where it is assumed that all generated surfactant is adsorbed
onto the surface of the latex particles. This is an adaptation
of the method of Ottewill and co-workers49. The surface
charge density due to adsorbed surfactant is given by11:

jsurf ¼
zþ e
As

(31)

The Debye double-layer thicknessk describes the transition
of free aqueous-phase ions on the surface of the particles
from closely packed to diffuse, and is given by:

k ¼
8pNA ISe2

«kBT

� � 1
2

(32)

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T the temperature, and«
and the ionic strengthI s are defined in the following manner.

« ¼ 4p«0er (33)

where«0 is permittivity of free space and« r is the relative
permittivity of water, and

Is ¼ 3[I] þ [S] þ [Elect] (34)

(valid for an initiator such as K2S2O8 which is a 1:2 electro-
lyte, added 1:1 electrolyte of concentration [Elect], and
assuming that the surfactant counter-ion is homogeneously
distributed).

The surface potentialw and zeta potentialz are obtained
from the surface charge, using the following expressions. A
binary choice function is used to determine the appropriate
method of finding the electrostatic potential on the swollen
particle50. If kr s is less than 1, then the curvature of the
particle surface cannot be ignored and the surface potential
is given by:

w ¼
4prsj

«(1þ krs)
(35)

However, ifkr s is greater than 1, the surface of the particle
approximates a flat plate, and the surface potential is given
by:

w ¼
2kBT

e
sinh¹ 1 2pej

«kkBT
(36)

Both expressions take the same value atkr s ¼ 1. The zeta

potential of the particles is given by:

z ¼
2kBT
zþ e

� �
ln

exp(l4) þ 1
exp(l4) ¹ 1

� �
(37)

l4 ¼ kd þ ln
exp(l5) þ 1
exp(l5) ¹ 1

� �
(38)

l5 ¼
zþ ew
2kBT

(39)

whered is the Stern layer thickness.
The potential between two particlesi andj, with swollen

radii r si andr sj and centre-to-centre separationR, is given in
terms of the Hamaker attractive potential between the two
particles51:

FA ¼
¹ A
6

"
2rsi rsj

R2 ¹ (rsi þ rsj)2 þ
2rsi rsj

R2 ¹ (rsi ¹ rsj)2

þ ln
R2 ¹ (rsi þ rsj)2

R2 ¹ (rsi ¹ rsj)2

 !i
ð40Þ

where A is the Hamaker constant; the Healy–Hogg–
Fursteneau repulsive potential47 (found by the Derjaguin
method52) for the repulsive potential between two curved
surfaces is:

FR ¼
«rsi rsj(z2

i þ z2
j )

4(rsi þ rsj)

"
2z iz i

z2
i þ z2

j

ln

 
1þ e¹ kL

1¹ e¹ kL

!

þ ln(1¹ e¹ 2kL)

#
ð41Þ

whereL ¼ R ¹ (r si þ r sj). The total potential between the
two particles is given by:

F ¼ FA þ FR (42)

OnceFmax, the maximum ofF as a function of inter-particle
distance, is found, the coagulation rate coefficientBij

between two particles of swollen radiir si andr sj, equivalent
to that between two particles with corresponding unswollen
volumesV andV9, B(V,V9), is then found from the Mu¨ller
equation53:

Bij ¼ Bji ¼
2kBT
3hWij

2þ
rsi

rsj
þ

rsj

rsi

� �
(43)

whereh is the viscosity of the medium. The Fuchs stability
ratio49 is found from:

Wij ¼
rsi þ rsj

4krsi rsj
exp

Fmax

kBT

� �
(44)

Figure 2shows the dependence ofB(V,V9) on the unswollen
radii of the two particles, for a system above the cmc, taking
the surface coverage to be 100%. It is apparent that the
model used here (which is purported to be the best available
to calculate coagulation rate coefficients) predicts that very
small particles arealways unstable to coagulation. This
arises from the effect of a highly-curved double layer. As
discussed elsewhere12, the inclusion of coagulation of small
precursor particles has a significant effect on kinetics, par-
ticle size and PSD.

Solution of evolution equations
The equations describing the time evolution of particle

size distributions, equations (6)–(8), are solved by finite
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difference, whereby the coupled partial integrodifferential
equations in volume and time are converted to a set of
coupled ordinary differential equations in terms of time and
discrete volume increments. These equations in terms of
unswollen volume are in turn converted to corresponding
ones in unswollen radius1, and suitable equal increments of
radiusDr (say,Dr ¼ 0.5 nm) are employed to give a large
but manageable number of coupled ordinary first-order
differential equations. It is found that accuracy and
computational time are both improved by making the
steady-state approximation innM

1 , i.e., in equation (8).
In order to find the contribution to a given size bin (with

radius betweenr i and r i þ Dr) from coagulation, a set is
found which consists of all the particles size bins which,
upon coagulation, will form a particle in the size ranger i.
Summing over this set gives the total coagulation rate into
bin betweenr i andr i þ Dr.

PARAMETER VALUES FOR STYRENE

The system for which most comparison will be made
between theory and model predictions is styrene, with
persulfate initiator and sodium dodecylsulfate as surfactant,
at 508C. The parameter values for this system are listed in
Table 1. Most of these values are taken from the literature,
with a few exceptions. The value ofr F was taken as 8 nm,
this giving through equation (13) a dependence ofCP on size
which is in accord with predictions of the Morton equation
with reasonable parameter values.

The cmc is often affected by the presence of lipophilic
substances such as styrene54. The effect of moderate
variation in the assumed value of thecmc is largely simply
to shift the dependence of particle number on surfactant
concentration by the same amount in the vicinity of thecmc,
while values of all observables outside this region remain
virtually unaffected1. The value for thecmc measured for
SDS was measured in the absence of styrene using both
tensiometry and conductivity as 7.33 10¹3 mol dm¹3, the
same as literature value55,56. The SDS was purified by
conventional liquid–liquid extraction in a Soxhlet apparatus
for this purpose. Measuring thecmc by conductivity in a
styrene emulsion yielded 1.03 10¹2 mol dm¹3.

It is very important to be aware that the values ofzandj crit

are those applicable to a system with anionic surfactant (z¼
3, j crit ¼ 5). These values were obtained using the following
relations22:

z¼ 1þ
¹ 23 kJmol¹ 1

RTlnCsat
W

; jcrit ¼ 1¹
55 kJmol¹ 1

RTlnCsat
W

(45)

These relations were obtained semi-empirically, based on
free energies of hydration. While the values ofz predicted
using this expression have been validated for a number of
different systems with anionic surfactants1, there has been
no adequate test for the validity of the expression forj crit.

These quantities, and probably the dominant events in
radical entry, are very different in systems with any sort of
polymeric57 or electrosteric58 stabiliser, e.g., in any system
containing a water-soluble co-monomer such as acrylic
acid, a point to which we return in Section 5.2.

EXPERIMENT

Ab-initio systems
Ab-initio emulsion polymerisations were performed in a

batch reactor at 508C, under slight positive pressure of
nitrogen. The monomer used was vacuum distilled at 758C
and used within 24 h of distillation. The water used was
purified to Milli-Q standard. Surfactant (sodium dodecyl-
sulfate, SDS) and initiator (potassium persulfate) used were
AR Grade (Aldrich).

All components except the initiator were placed in the
reactor vessel, under a positive pressure of nitrogen and
allowed to thermally equilibrate for approximately 1 h. This
procedure should remove most residual oxygen. After this
time, the initiator solution was added. Samples were taken at
regular intervals, by syringe, and allowed to cool to room
temperature. Polymerisation was assumed to cease with
exposure to oxygen and cooling to room temperature.
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Figure 2 Calculated dependence ofB(V,V9) on unswollen radii of the two
particles, for styrene at 508C, assuming 100% surface coverage by
surfactant; [sodium dodecylsulfate]¼ 3 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3, [persulfate]¼
10¹3 mol dm¹3

Table 1 Parameters used in modelling styrene at 508C

Initiator: persulfate. Surfactant: SDS or AMA.

Quantity Value Reference

Csat
w 4.3 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3 68

Csat
P 5.5 mol dm¹3 26

z 3 23

j crit 5 23

A 1 3 10¹20 J 69,70

j r 5 Å 71

kp,w 2.6 3 102 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 26

k1
p,w 1.2 3 103 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 13

k2
p,w 2.8 3 102 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 13

kp 2.6 3 102 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 26

k1
p 1.043 102 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 64

ktr 9.3 3 10¹3 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 72

Dw 1.5 3 10¹5 cm2 s¹1 73

kd 7.2 3 10¹7 s¹1 23,74

cmc 3.0 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3 (SDS) measured by
conductivity

1.0 3 10¹2 mol dm¹3 (AMA) 75

nagg 60 76

as 42 Å2 (SDS); 45 Å2 (AMA) 77

bs 2100 dm3 mol¹1 (SDS);
1700 dm3 mol¹1 (AMA)

77

r micelle 2.6 nm 76

V0 p(r micelle)
3 results insensitive to

this value
d 1.4 Å 10,78

pij
79

r F 8 nm estimated



Gravimetry was performed on the samples to measure
conversion, with samples being dried at 508C for 12 h, to
remove all traces of water and residual monomer.

Particle size distributions were measured using CHDF,
with samples removed from the system at intervals
throughout the polymerisation, so that changes in the
shape of the PSD can be investigated, as can average
particle sizes and polydispersity.

The PSDs were obtained over a range of initiator and
surfactant concentrations, while other parameters such as
temperature and starting monomer concentrations were kept
constant.Table 2Table 3list the experimental conditions.

Experiments were performed with added 1:1 electrolyte,
to investigate any effects of coagulation above the critical
micelle concentration. Similar experiments have been
performed below the critical micelle concentration by
Ottewill and co-workers59,60.

Reproducibility of the experimental results are good, with
particle numbers varying by less than 5% in duplicate
experiments above thecmc. Reproducibility of the particle
sizes at low surfactant concentrations was not investigated.

In addition to data obtained as above for SDS,
comparison was also made with observed particle number
as a function of concentration of Aerosol MA80 (AMA,
sodium dihexylsulfosuccinate)1,61.

Seeded systems: amount of secondary nucleation
Comparison was also made with previously-published

data from a series of seeded emulsion polymerisations of
styrene wherein the amount of secondary nucleation was
measured by calibrated electron microscopy; experimental
details have been published elsewhere4. These data were for
the relative number of new particles formed when initial
number concentration and particle size were varied against a
constant surfactant concentration (83 10¹4 mol dm¹3 SDS)
and initiator concentration (1.23 10¹3 mol dm¹3 persul-
fate) for a seeded homopolymerisation of styrene. The
surfactant concentration was chosen to be below the critical

micelle concentration for the surfactant, so that micellar
entry need not be considered.

RESULTS

Ab initio systems
Particle number. Figures 3–7compare predicted and

observed particle number as a function of variations in sur-
factant and initiator concentration, and as a function of ionic
strength. The origin of the overall sigmoidal shape of the
variation of Nc with surfactant concentration seen in the
calculations (and possibly, although not definitively, seen
in experiment) is well understood: it arises as the systems
changes from nucleation exclusively by homogeneous
nucleation to dominance by micellar nucleation well
above thecmc.

It can be seen in each case that the model reproduces
experiment adequately, but imperfectly. One effect that is
not successfully reproduced is the variation ofNc with
surfactant concentration at about thecmc: the model
predicts a very rapid change, while experiment shows that
this is in actuality much more gradual. As also discussed in
Section 5.3, the position of the rapid drop-off predicted by
the model depends on the value assumed for thecmc, which
is known in turn to depend on the presence of monomer and
on the ionic strength. However, whatever the assumed value
of the cmc, the present model,and simpler variants of
it1,11,12, always predict a much more sudden rise inNc at the
cmc than is seen experimentally. This qualitative lack of
accord between model and experiment can be ascribed to
the assumption in the model that micelles are completely
absent below thecmc; in actuality, micelle-like entities are
probably formed transiently just below thecmc and these
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Table 2 Experimental conditions: experiments with no added indifferent
electrolyte

[S] (/(mol dm¹3)) [I] (/(mol dm¹3))

1.0 3 10¹3 1.0 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹3 5.0 3 10¹3

1.0 3 10¹3 1.0 3 10¹3

3.0 3 10¹2 1.0 3 10¹3

3.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3

3.0 3 10¹2 1.0 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3

5.0 3 10¹3 5.0 3 10¹3

Total reaction volume: 1.00 dm3, mass of monomer: 100 g. Initiator¼
K 2S2O8, surfactant¼ SDS.

Table 3 Experimental conditions: experiments with varying initiator concentration but constant ionic strength (added NaCl)

[S] (/(mol dm¹3)) [I] (/(mol dm¹3)) [NaCl] (/(mol dm¹3)) Ionic strength (/(mol dm¹3))

1.0 3 10¹2 1.0 3 10¹2 0 4.03 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3 1.0 3 10¹2 3.5 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3 1.5 3 10¹2 4.0 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 1.0 3 10¹3 2.7 3 10¹2 4.0 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3 0 2.53 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3 2.7 3 10¹2 5.2 3 10¹2

1.0 3 10¹2 5.0 3 10¹3 1.0 3 10¹1 1.3 3 10¹1

Total reaction volume: 1.00 dm3, mass of monomer: 100 g. Initiator¼ K 2S2O8, surfactant¼ SDS.

Figure 3 Comparison between observed and predicted particle number
for styrene, with varying Aerosol MA80 concentration while persulfate
concentration is held at 1.33 10¹2 mol dm¹3; no added electrolyte. Points:
experiment1,61above thecmc; zero-surfactant value (given on the plot as at
10¹4 mol dm¹3 surfactant) calculated from interpolation formulae given by
Goodwinet al.60 based on experimental data for similar conditions. Line:
calculated



could act as loci for nucleation, thereby smoothing the sharp
change predicted by the model.

It is especially important to note the successful prediction
of the effect of indifferent electrolyte somewhat above the
cmc, which results in a significant change in particle
number, seen inFigure 6. This must be due to coagulation

of small particles, which the model predicts to be a
significant kinetic event12. The change with concentration
of indifferent electrolyte seen experimentally is unlikely to
be due to changes in thecmccaused by the change in ionic
strength, since the model is completely insensitive to the
value of thecmcat these surfactant concentrations.

Figure 7 shows data for the dependence on initiator
concentration whereby the effects of changing ionic
strength have been eliminated through addition of appro-
priate amounts of NaCl (Table 2) to keep ionic strength
constant while initiator concentration is changed; this
eliminates any effects on particle number due to the ionic
strength changing while initiator concentration is changed
(the change in ionic strength would change the coagulation
rate coefficients). It can be seen that acceptable accord is
obtained. Note that the slope of the experimental and
calculated dependences of logNc on log[initiator] are 0.25
and 0.23 respectively; this can be compared with the
classical Smith–Ewart value of 0.4. When there is no added
electrolyte to keep the ionic strength constant, the experi-
mental and calculated exponents become 0.20 and 0.21
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Figure 4 Comparison between observed and predicted particle number for styrene, with varying SDS concentration while persulfate concentration is held
constant at 1.03 10¹3 mol dm¹3; no added electrolyte

Figure 5 As in Figure 4, except that initiator concentration is varied
while SDS concentration is held fixed at either 1.03 10¹3 or 3 3
10¹2 mol dm¹3

Figure 6 As in Figures 4 and 5, except that [persulfate]¼ 5 3
10¹3 mol dm¹3, [SDS]¼ 1 3 10¹2 mol dm¹3, while the amount of added
electrolyte (NaCl) was varied

Figure 7 As in Figures 4–6except that the ionic strength is kept constant
at 4.03 10¹3 mol dm¹3 while initiator concentration is varied (data from
Tables 2 and 3)



respectively. This shows that there is a small but significant
effect of coagulation, and at the same time emphasises that
the Smith–Ewart model should be regarded as qualitative
rather than quantitative.

Below the cmc, the agreement between model and
experiment is quite poor, with particle number being
significantly underestimated. The sensitivity analysis dis-
cussed in Section 5.3 suggests that this may be ascribed to
uncertainties in the value ofj crit (while of course the model
predictions are insensitive toj crit above thecmc) and in the
model for the coagulation rate coefficients.

While the dependences of particle number on surfactant
and initiator concentrations above thecmcare in qualitative
accord with the simple Smith–Ewart predictions thatNc ~
[I] 0.4[S]0.6, this is of course not the case near and below the
cmc; moreover, the Smith–Ewart exponents are only
obeyed over a small range62,63.

Rate. Figure 8compares calculated and observed par-
ticle number and̄n as functions of time for [S2O8

2¹] ¼ 5 3
10¹3 mol dm¹3, [SDS] ¼ 3 3 10¹2 mol dm¹3. Except at
very early times when data are inaccurate, it is seen that
the model reproduces the observed behaviour ofNc(t)
quite well, but the predicted form of̄n is not accurately
reproduced. While the final value of̄n is predicted with
acceptable accuracy, it is seen that the model actually pre-
dicts the wrongshapefor the time dependence of this quan-
tity: the experimental result shows a concave-down
dependence, while the model predicts a concave-up behav-
iour. The reason for this is not apparent at this stage.

Figure 9 compares observed and predicted conversion/
time curves during the period of particle formation. The rate
is of course the product of particle number andn̄, and thus

incorporates discrepancies in both quantities shown in
Figure 8—and it must be kept in mind that accord between
predicted and experimental rate can arise from cancellation
of errors in calculatedNc and n̄! The predicted rate curves
are sensitive to the rate coefficient for propagation, within
the particle, of a monomeric radical formed by transfer (k1

p),
which has a strong effect onkdM and hence on exit64. The
value of 1.04 3 102 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1 estimated from
independent measurements (g-radiolysis relaxation in a
seeded system)64 gives acceptable accord with the present
rate data for this ab initio system.

Particle size distributions. It has been noted that
the shape of the early-time particle size distribution in an
ab initio emulsion polymerisation is sensitive to assump-
tions as to the mechanisms of particle formation2.
Figure 10shows the observed and predicted PSDs as func-
tions of unswollen radius, for the same set of calculated and
experimental times. At first sight the accord is poor, but that
is at least in part due to the imperfections in the model’s
predictions of particle number and conversion as distinct
from any failings in predicting the shape of the PSD.
Figure 11shows experimental and predicted size distribu-
tions at the same conversions (rather than at the same times),
and it can be seen that now the general shape predicted by
the model is correct.

It has been stated2 that PSDs obtained by electron
microscopy in samples taken at early times (just after
particle formation has finished), when plotted as the volume
distribution nV(V), exhibit a characteristic positive skew-
ness (this was originally taken as evidence for the
occurrence of coagulation during particle formation,
although it is now considered that, while coagulation is
indeed likely, these data do not provide such evidence24).
Figure 12shows the early-time PSDs ofFigure 11replotted
as volume distributions, using equation (11). It can be seen
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Figure 8 Experimental and observed dependence of particle number and
of n̄ as a function of time for [persulfate]¼ 5 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3, [SDS]¼ 3
3 10¹2 mol dm¹3

Figure 9 Comparison of observed and predicted time dependence of
conversion with [persulfate]¼ 5 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3, [SDS] ¼ 3 3
10¹2 mol dm¹3

Figure 10 Experimental (full lines) and calculated (broken lines) particle
size distributions for [SDS]¼ 3 3 10¹2 mol dm¹3, [persulfate]¼ 5 3
10¹3 mol dm¹3 at 6, 30 and 360 min. Distributions at each time have been
normalised to conversion



that the positive skewness reported in PSDs obtained by
electron microscopy2,65 is not particularly apparent either
in experiment or in modelling. The overall shape of the
volume distributions obtained experimentally and from
modelling are in qualitative accord, including the lack of a
very pronounced positive skewness (although some positive
skewness is apparent in both).

The discrepancy in skewness between the two sets of
experimental data may be due to artifacts or biases in PSDs
of very small particles measured by different experimental
techniques (AUC and electron microscopy). The lack of
pronounced skewness in the calculated volume distribution
is due to the proper inclusion of compartmentalisation: i.e.,
explicitly modelling n0, nM

1 and nP
1 in the evolution

equations coupled with assuming a physically realistic
increase of monomer concentration with increasing particle
size.

Secondary nucleation
In order to calculate the amount of secondary nucleation,

an initial distribution was calculated from the number

concentration of particles, average radius and polydisper-
sity. The surface charge density on the seed particles was
assumed to be equivalent to 0.3 C m¹2, which is the surface
charge when the surface is totally covered by surfactant.
There was no information available on the polydispersity of
the seed particles, so a polydispersity of 1.05 was used. The
final particle number of new particles was found not to be
sensitive to polydispersity within a range of physically
reasonable polydispersity values.

As can be seen inFigure 13, the model is very successful
at predicting the relative amounts of secondary nucleation,
over a range of seed particle sizes, and starting number
concentration of particles. This same success was seen,
although with less quantitative accuracy, in an earlier, more
primitive, treatment4.

Sensitivity analysis
With a model as complex as the present one, it is essential

to perform an analysis to see to which parameters the final
results are sensitive: inferences drawn from agreement or
disagreement with experiment will obviously depend on
whether or not such agreement can be altered with changes
of input parameter values within reasonable limits. The
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Figure 12 Particle size distribution data at 12 minutes re-plotted as
volume distributions (equation (11))

Figure 13 Predicted (lines) and observed4 (points) relative amounts of
secondary nucleation (as ratio of new to old particle number concentrations)
for styrene seeded emulsion polymerisation with various particle sizes and
concentration. The surfactant is 83 10¹4 mol dm¹3 sodium dodecylsulfate
(SDS) and the initiator is 13 10¹3 mol dm¹3 potassium persulfate

Figure 11 Experimental (full lines) and calculated (broken lines) particle
size distributions for run ofFigure 10 at 14, 46 and 100% conversions
(corresponding to the conversions at the experimental times ofFigure 10)



benchmark calculations used for this sensitivity analysis
were low and high surfactant concentrations (13 10¹3 and
3 3 10¹2 mol dm¹3, below and well above thecmc for
SDS), 1 3 10¹3 mol dm¹3 persulfate, and the quantities
examined were the particle number after 20 min (when
particle formation is essentially finished), and the rate of
particle formation, which is dNc/dt at t ¼ 2 minutes, which
typifies the period of extensive particle formation (as
exemplified inFigure 8). For this sensitivity analysis, the
following parameters were varied.

• The minimum area which a single surfactant molecule
occupies,as, which was increased from 42 to 63 A˚ .
Coagulation events may be affected by this parameter,
as will surfactant coverage and hence the point at which
micelles disappear.

• The radius of a micelle,r micelle, was reduced from 2.6 nm
to 2 nm and increased to 5.6 nm; this parameter of course
could only affect the system above thecmc. This
parameter would affect particle number if the actual
entry into a micelle is rate-determining, rather than the
micelles acting only as monomer-rich loci for poly-
merization and as surfactant reservoirs.

• The way that surfactant counter-ion affects ionic strength
I s, which in the normal treatment is found as 3[I]þ [S] þ
[Elect] (equation (35)); this was found alternatively (a) as
3[I] þ 0.5[S] þ [Elect], and (b) as 3[I]þ [Elect].
Coagulation events may be affected by these changes.

• The quantityr F which gives the dependence of monomer
concentration on particle size (equation (13)), which was
increased from 8 nm to 12 nm. This will affect how
quickly a precursor particle can grow by propagation.

• The propagation rate coefficient of monomeric radicals in
the water phase,k1

p,w, which was halved from its standard
value. This may affect the entry rate if this first step,
involved for example in equation (1), is slow enough to
be rate-determining; under these circumstances this will
affect the rate of growth of precursor particles.

• The value of the rate coefficient for transfer to monomer,
ktr, was doubled. This will affect the exit rate, and hence
the rate of growth of precursor particles.

• The propagation rate coefficient in the particle phase,k1
p,

which was halved from its standard value. This will also
affect the exit rate, and hence the rate of growth of pre-
cursor particles.

• The value ofj crit (which was taken as 5 in the standard
calculation) was taken as 4 and as 6. This will affect the
rate of particle formation by homogeneous nucleation
(which only is significant below thecmc).

Other quantities in the model are felt to be such that no
significant variation is reasonable: for example, the value of
z cannot be varied since it was chosen to give accord with
extensive data on entry in seeded systems. Although not
illustrated here, it has been shown elsewhere1 that the effect
of changing thecmcis essentially just to change the position
of the rapid decrease inNc with [S]. Other parameters for
which no sensitivity analyses are shown are quantities such
asnagg, for which it has been shown1 that models of this type
are insensitive, for the same reason (given below) that the
model predictions will be seen to be insensitive to the value
of r micelle.

The results of these variations are shown inFigure 14, as
ratios of particle number and rate to those of the ‘bench-
mark’ sets. It can be seen that, at least for this particular set
of ‘benchmark’ parameters, the model predictions for

particle number are remarkably insensitive to most of
these parameter variations, although the rate at which this
particle number is attained does vary. Above thecmc, the
only significant sensitivity is toas, while below thecmc, the
most significant sensitivity is toj crit.

These results can be readily understood through the
so-called ‘‘fundamental criterion for particle formation’’4:
that particle formation stops (or starts, for secondary
nucleation) when the rate at which a newly-formed water-
phase radical enters a pre-existing particle exceeds that at
which it undergoes nucleation (by either micellar or
homogeneous nucleation). Consider the high-surfactant
situation; the value ofNc at which nucleation ceases can
be considered as being governed by when plots of these two
rates (entry and micellar nucleation) intersect, when each is
plotted as a function ofNc. The sensitivity toas (the area
occupied by a surfactant molecule at saturation) and
insensitivity to other parameters arises because of surfactant
coverage. The rate ofentry is essentiallykp,w[IM X

z ]Nc

(equation (9)), which will not be affected byk1
p, w if the

first propagation step is very fast, and will be independent of
all other parameters which are varied in this sensitivity
analysis for a given value ofNc. The rate at which a radical
can form a new particle bymicellar nucleationfalls from
finite to zero as micelles disappear. This will happen when
the particle surface becomes sufficiently covered with
surfactant: effectively the elementary Smith–Ewart notion.

The value ofNc at which this coverage occurs is of course
sensitive toas. The Smith–Ewart treatment9 predicts a
dependence ofa3=5

s ; the present model gives a dependence of
a0:78

s . How will Nc vary with the other parameters in the
sensitivity analysis? The rate at which sufficient particle
surface is formed to adsorb all surfactant is relatively
insensitive tor F because this affects propagational growth
only very early on, while most of the surface area in the
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Figure 14 Sensitivity analysis, showing the relative changes in
particle number,Nc(changed)/Nc(benchmark), and in nucleation rate,
[dNc(changed)/dt]/[dNc(benchmark)/dt], for parameter changes, for high
and low surfactant concentrations. a) ‘baseline’ (Table 1); b) as increased
by 50% (63Å); c) r micelle decreased to 2 nm; d)r micelle increased to 5.6 nm; e)
ionic strength calculated from 3[I]þ [E] þ 0.5[S]; f) ionic strength
calculated from 3[I]þ [E]; g) r F increased by 50% to 12 nm; h)k1

p,w halved
to 700 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1; i) k1

p halved to 700 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1; j) ktr doubled to
0.06 dm3 mol¹1 s¹1; k) j crit ¼ 4; l) j crit ¼ 6



system is from larger particles (area~ r2
s) wherein the

monomer concentration takes on its limiting value. The
insensitivity tor micelle is simply because the actual event of
entry into a micelle is so fast as not to be rate-determining.
There is a slight dependence on the inclusion of counter-
ions in the ionic strength, because coagulation changes
particle surface area without changing conversion. There is
no sensitivity to the parameters which govern the exit rate
coefficient, viz., k1

p and ktr, because for this particular
system, the value of̄n was very close to1

2 (and thus the
particle growth kinetics are insensitive to exit). Under these
circumstances, the rate at which particles grow once formed
is independent of most parameters except coagulation. Then
particles of a givenNc always have same total area (except
for coagulation effects) independent of other parameters. As
stated, the nucleation rate plummets when sufficient
surfactant is adsorbed for micelles to disappear; this will
always happen at sameNc for each parameter set, since the
growth rate will always be the same. Since the model for
entry used here is such that the entry rate is approximately
proportional toNc and independent of other parameters
which are varied in this sensitivity analysis23, the entry rate
and nucleation rate curves will always intercept at sameNc

for different parameter sets.
Given the insensitivity of the final particle number to the

parameters whose values are deemed uncertain, the
explanation for the poor accord with experimental particle
number below thecmc is not apparent. Two explanations
are:

(1) that this is due to inaccuracies in the model for coagula-
tion, and

(2) the value ofj crit is not correct. This is an area of further
work.

PREDICTIONS OF THE EFFECT OF POLYMERIC
STABILISER

It has been observed that the mechanism for entry and exit
used here becomes invalid for systems containing polymeric
stabiliser: the rate coefficients for both processes are
dramatically less than what is seen in an otherwise
essentially identical system with anionic stabiliser58. This
is likely to have a pronounced effect on secondary particle
formation, in view of the fundamental criterion for particle
formation stopping or starting, viz., that a new radical
formed in the water phase becomes much more likely to
enter a pre-existing particle than to form a new one4.
Figure 15shows a model calculation where this effect was
imitated in the present system by increasingz to an
‘effective’ value of 10 (compared to its value of 3 for
styrene with ionic stabiliser). It can be seen that secondary
nucleation is predicted to be much more pronounced. This is
in quantitative accord with the qualitative prediction from
this criterion for the effect of polymeric stabiliser on
secondary particle formation: the reduced entry rate
coefficient that arises from an increased value ofz will
mean that a new radical is more likely to undergo secondary
particle formation. This inference is in accord with many
experimental observations (e.g.,66,67) that secondary nuclea-
tion is increased in systems containing polymeric stabiliser.

CONCLUSIONS

The model given here proves a satisfactory accord with
experiment for a wide range of observables which are

sensitive to particle formation mechanisms in styrene
emulsion polymerisations.

Experiments show that the effect of coagulation of newly-
formed (precursor) particles is significant even above the
critical micelle concentration, despite the stabilizing effect
of the surfactant, i.e. when the addition of 100 mm of NaCl
leads to a decrease in the particle number by a factor of one
third. This large effect cannot be ascribed to a change in the
cmc induced by the added electrolyte (although of course
this change will take place), since the model strongly
suggests that changing thecmchas no significant effects on
observables as long as the system is well above or below the
cmc. Another effect which the model explains is the general
observation that secondary nucleation occurs readily in
systems stabilised with polymeric surfactant, since the
experimental observation that such surfactants reduce the
rate of entry into latex particles then suggests that
radicals which are unable to enter may instead form new
particles.

At least for a system such as styrene, there are very few
parameters whose values are not available from independent
measurements. Those values for styrene whose parameters
are uncertain have only slight effects on the predictions of
the model.The fact that accord is imperfect but adequate
suggests that the model can be used predictively for other
systems, especially with regard to the onset of secondary
nucleation. However, it must be emphasized that, even for
styrene, there are still many uncertainties: for example, the
large effect of electrosteric and other polymeric stabilisers
(e.g., in systems with water-soluble co-monomers such as
acrylic acid) on the parameters controlling entry58, the value
of j crit and the model used for coagulation.
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